Does treatment with dopamine agonists affect utilization of exogenous levodopa in the parkinsonian striatum?
When the nigrostriatal projection is partially destroyed in Parkinson's disease, remaining neurons fire more rapidly and accelerate synthesis and release of dopamine (DA) from endogenous tyrosine and levodopa. It was suggested that such surviving hyperactive nigral neurons can also enhance the utilization of exogenous levodopa and generate adequate amounts of functional dopamine molecules to correct the reduced nigrostriatal neurotransmission. DA agonists stimulate presynaptic DA receptors and suppress nigrostriatal firing rates. Many parkinsonians are treated with a combination of DA agonists and levodopa. This could theoretically suppress both discharge of surviving dopaminergic neurons and their ability to convert exogenous levodopa to dopamine. To test this possibility, rats were injected i.p. with lisuride, bromocriptine or apomorphine alone or one hour after levodopa and decapitated one hour later. The DA agonists suppressed striatal DOPAC and DOPAC/DA ratios indicating attenuation of basic DA turnover. DA agonists given with levodopa did not decrease the levodopa-induced elevations in striatal levodopa, DA and DOPAC. Findings suggest that agonists do not affect entry of levodopa from the circulation into brain and do not alter striatal generation of DA from exogenous levodopa despite inhibition of nigrostriatal firing. Therefore, utilization of levodopa does not seem to depend on the state of discharge rates of nigral neurons and effect of levodopa and DA agonists in Parkinson's disease is additive.